
m3i is a fully customisable embedded solution developed for Ricoh Multi-Functional Devices integrating 
with PaperCut MF. m3i facilitates access to multiple functions from a single interface without the need 
to install separate scanning applications. 

Scanning options include scan to me, scan to email (using a favourites list or LDAP lookup), scan to home folder 
and scan to Google Docs. More advanced features include forced client billing, scanning to document management 
solutions and options for customised billing connectors.

m3i provides a simplified workflow and a seamless process for both users and administrators. With our continual 
commitment to providing solutions to help our customers m3i offers an alternative embedded option in Ricoh 
controlled environments. 

There are a number of user interface options depending on the functionality you require, please refer to the solution 
comparison overleaf.
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m3i SOLUTION COMPARISON

Varied user authentication (AD/Pin Code/Card readers/
Biometrics)

Microsoft Cluster support

PaperCut Print release, copy tracking, scanning and fax 
tracking

Remote embedded installer 

Unique to Ricoh (compatible with Ricoh embedded devices 
only) 

Personalised Logo

Ricoh feature access (allow copying from the same interface) 

PaperCut Shared Account search

Auto Populate email address for scan to me

Scan to e-mail (favourites list and LDAP lookup, copy sent to 
outlook Sent items) 

Scan to Home folder (e.g. H:\Users\Username\scan_
documents)

Image file and Metadata output (designed to output to 
Document Management System watch folders)

Google Docs integration (scan and OCR documents into 
Google Docs)

GlobalScan NX integration
Optional

Forced client billing (PaperCut Shared accounts selection for 
legal and professional clients)

Customisable billing connectors (including Visual Files and 
Humming Bird etc.) Optional Optional
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